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Knowledge in your mother tongue...

Go to www.menti.com and use the code 35 24 85 4

What words or phrases are used to describe knowledge in your mother tongue or local language?
Knowledge passed on from grandparents...

Go to www.menti.com and use the code 3524854.

In which of the following areas did your grand-parents pass on knowledge to you?

- Taking care of your health
- Food/eating habits
- Water - Safety, Storage and Use
- Everyday functionality like managing finances, stitching buttons, etc.
Multiple uses of knowledge

- deepen understanding of phenomena
- improving everyday life, livelihoods
- solving problems, challenges
Multiple sites of knowledge production

- fields
- home
- labs
Example 1

Video: Community knowledge about water conservation
Multiple Modes of Theorising & Sharing

• COGNITIVE....documents, charts, tables, posters

• AFFECTIVE....stories, poetry, music, dance, theatre, drawings...arts forms

• ACTION...demonstration, pilot projects, modeling
**Principle 1:**

- Recognise & value experiential knowledge

**Principle 2:**

- Add expert knowledge to that in understandable idiom

Video on expert knowledge of tribal community about the forest and trees around them
Principle 3:

• Listen, observe, engage respectfully

Principle 4:

• Frame new questions in consultation locally
Principle 5:

- Share findings to enable understanding & change
Reach us!

Dr. Rajesh Tandon: 
Rajesh.tandon@pria.org

Websites: 
www.pria.org
www.unescochair-cbrsr.org

Youtube: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/PRIAIndia
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJpmb7ZyuLtW9jkaYbp6Ztw